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OurOctober Samplers of the Month

"Christmas at Hawk Run Hollow" from Carriage House Samplings ~

And below are Rhonda's start, Blocks 2 and 3 (she also stitches from right to left) ~ and my Block 10. Ours are both stitched on 40c V.
Autumn Gold ~ I took the photo of Rhonda's last night under the shop fluorescent lights and mine this morning in the morning sunlight ~
that's why the linen color looks so different. Rhonda's linen is equally rich and beautiful when not seen through the camera's eye in
artificial light. We both love the shading that the Belle Soie provides.

I recharted the verse to add the phrase "the dark of" ~ thanks, Betsy, for pointing out the original wording from Oliver Herford, the
British born American humorist writer and illustrator who, a Google search points out, is as well known for his poems and quotes as for
his artwork. I love these words and I love cardinals, so I couldn't wait until a future decade perhaps till I reached Block 10, so I am

stitching it as an ornament or flatfold or ???
~ and "We Are Blessed" from Erica Michaels Designs:

I put my mounted silk gauze over a piece of black fabric to take the photo of my in-process piece so that, unfortunately, has modified
the colors a bit.
As our October Samplers of the Month, you may save 15% on your purchase of the following during the month :

"Christmas at Hawk Run Hollow"

chart ($36) + linen (40c cut with 2-inch margins, $31 OR, for Vintage Autumn Gold, which is a double-dyed fabric, which means it
is dyed twice, is a bit more expensive ($42 for the same cut). On 40c you do NOT need to order a special cut; a stitcher's
quarter will be perfect! And if you prefer the Standard Examplar used in the model, that is usually a special-order item with
The Attic, but we will have some on hand especially for this sampler.
chart ($36) + a minimum of six silks of your choice. I recognize that many of us have silk stash and some of you may not wish to
purchase a whole set of either. However, if you do, there are 60 NPI's used ($240) + Thread Gatherer's Mint Frost ($7), which
I understand is used for the snow ~ and for the conversion that I did block by block for my Belle Soie addiction, I have used 44
colors ($286), which includes a substitute for the Mint Frost.

"We Are Blessed"
chart with silk gauze ($20) plus hand-dyed cottons ($25.40) = $45.40 less $6.81 = $38.59
chart with silk gauze ($20) plus overdyed silks ($71.50) = $91.50 less $13.73 = $77.77
If you choose to mount the silk gauze on muslin and stitch in a hoop, you will also need an 8-inch locking hoop or, if you want the
gauze mounted on mat board, there is a $15 labor charge.
If you would like to substitute 32c silk gauze, we will be happy to do that. Please note that you will need twice as much thread
because you will be stitching with 2 ply in your needle.

October Classes at The Attic
Tomorrow, Saturday, October 17, 10 - 12 Noon, Stitching on Silk Gauze and Over One on Linen. There is no specific
class project ~ you may choose whichever one you'd like because the techniques are the same. In addition to stitching on silk
gauze, we will also discuss the very popular over-one-on-linen method(s), what works and what doesn't, the difference between a
half cross and the continental, and answer all of your questions. If you've taken this class before, you are welcome to audit the
class, but please call/e-mail to register. $15.
Saturday, October 24, 10 - 12:30, Christy's Ornament Club. Christy made an outstanding selection of ornaments to

feature in this fourth-Saturday-of-the-month finishing class for this year, all selected from the 2008 edition of the JCS

Ornament Issue. Please go to our Web site here http://www.atticneedlework.com/classes/ornamentclub.html and make your
choice of ornaments/finishing techniques for this last class in this series. When you call to register, please give us your choice.
In addition to Christy's excellent instruction, some finishing materials are provided. However, ornament-specific needs, like the
fabric above, should be provided by the student. $30
Sunday, October 25, Sampler Sunday, 1 - 4 PM. PLEASE NOTE that for October, this almost-monthly gathering is on the
FOURTH Sunday rather than the third. If you remember the incredible projects we all got to see in person during the Show and
Share time as pictured at the end of the September 24th eNewsletter, it is most inspiring to be here for our Sampler Sundays,
to see the beautiful projects everyone is working on ~ and some have actually FINISHED! What a foreign concept to some of us
who have SADD (Stitching Adult Deficit Disorder)!
Saturday, October 31, Redwork Embroidery, 2 - 4 PM. Oh, dear, I forgot to photograph the in-shop models that Gary so
generously gave us to showcase this easy (that's what he says) technique to make these charming ornaments (or pillow cases or
dish towels or ...) Steps covered will be transferring the design, the several simple stitches used, and easy finishing techniques.
We will be receiving early next week a number of designs from which to choose your project. $15.

What's New in The Attic

You've seen, I know, the front cover of this new book ($25) from Barb & Alma/Blackbird Designs, filled with wonderful projects for
your Holiday season, but I have waited till now to show you the back cover, which shows one of my favorites from this book: "Tis the
Season" is a stunning sampler stitched in two of my very favorite combinations: Lakeside's Vintage Pear and Belle Soie. I waited until
today to show this to you because we will receive later next week a shipment of Vintage Pear linens in a number of counts: 40, 36, and
32. Blackbird 's model is stitched on 32c, but, of course, you may stitch it on whatever is your preferred count. I'm all ready to start on
some 40c V. Pear from my stash. On 32c the design size will be 14.2 x 5; on 40c, it will be 11.4 x 4. The book features many other
projects, something for everyone, and some with a French flair for sure.
Also new from Barb & Alma,

each $9,

"Midnight Watch" ~ "Hallowe'en Greeting" ~ and "Raise a Glass of Cheer"!

Just in the door yesterday, the rest of our St. Charles Market Order from Tina & Teri/Shepherd's Bush, two new kits that make a
great pairing:
"We Will Go A' Haunting" ($40) that for a limited time comes in the very charming box with the design image on its cover ~ if
you love boxes, and don't we all, don't delay in ordering this for your collection.

"Scaredy Sheep Fob" ($16) ~ and in the photo below you can see the front and the back of the fob. Don't you just love the
finish on this? These kits both come complete with all materials to finish these as shown ~ except the witch scissors are NOT
included but can be purchased separately ($24).

A Special Edition of "Petticoat Blue"

Belle Soie's Petticoat Blue is an exquisite shade, but we have a special run of it in a darker version that looks simply stunning on a
Zweigart dyed linen that we currently have available in several counts. Shown above is the 40c Newcastle ~ the 32c Belfast that we
currently have is a bit lighter but in the same gorgeous tones. There is a limited number of these skeins available to us ~ but this is so
beautiful that we hope we've convinced the Queen of Silk to make this a permanent part of the collection . . . perhaps in Nashville? This
linen+silk combination would make a lovely monochromatic Christmas ornament or a larger design, a sampler!

Just in from Hinzeit/Kay's Frames:
The "Crystal Reindeer" series ~ and I've not done a thorough job this morning of scanning all of them, but here's a sampling:
You can stitch a single reindeer, your choice of eight of them ($18 includes the chart AND the gorgeous Swarovski crystals that
are the touche finale for these charming reindeer) or all eight of them . . . AND next week I'll show you "Rudolph" and the
sleigh. There's a frame from Kay's Frames for any way you wish to stitch them: a single reindeer ($41), all of them ($73), or a

pairing of Rudolph and the sleigh ($49). Unfortunately, no photograph can capture the glistening "snow drops" provided by the
Swarovski crystals nor the sparkling snowflakes embellishing the frames. These are very special.

"Owloween" ($12) is a charming design that has a stunning frame ($49) to show it off.

"Witches Brew" ($12) is also paired with a whimsical frame ($49) whose three-dimensional embellishments don't photograph
well. In person this one became irresistible to Rhonda, who loves anything Halloween.

This Vintage Halloween series (each $48) uses the same frame for each "charmed" design ~ as with all Hinzeit designs, the
charms are included in the chartpack and are so aptly named as they certainly add charm to each piece. ($37)

Just in from Valley House Primitives:

Our first order for the hornbook frame ($80) for Ellen Chester/With My Needle's "Multiplication Table Examplar" ($11) also arrived
this week, and it is even more beautiful in person. We've photographed it with several other linen choices and Belle Soie that, we think,
are a nice pairing with the hand-graining. Depending on when your frame order was received, you will be receiving your shipment very
soon ~ or from our later order, to arrive in a few weeks. If you've not already reserved one, we will be happy to add you to our list.
As with all of the hand-grained frames that we sell, the frame is constructed from a composite wood product known as MDF. I mention
this today only because a local customer was expecting it to be solid wood, and in the interests of full disclosure and transparency, terms
that we hear frequently today, I wanted you to have complete information.

More Fabulous Fobs

These have been in the shop for several weeks now ~ with all that we've had to show you, we just haven't taken the time to photograph
them and include them here. But some are Halloween fobs, some Christmas, all perfect for gift giving at $25 each, each made with
fabulous beads, most are one of a kind ~ so don't delay in making your choice(s).

Please order by Photo No. and position in the photo, i.e., Photo No. 2, fourth from
the right (happens to be a "cat" fob ~ I'm sure no one wants that one!)
Photo No. 1

Photo No. 3

Photo No. 2

Photo No. 4

Photo No. 5

Photo No. 6

A Kit featuring a Primitive Needle complimentary design

In addition to her very popular Halloween designs, Lisa/The Primitive Needle also has a complimentary design each year, and this one
from 2008 shown on the left Sandy modified a bit with JABCO buttons replacing elements of the design. It is stitched on a 40c
Zweigart hand-dyed linen and framed in what started as orange, with just a hint of that color now showing through after Sandy sponged
it. We have kitted the complimentary design with everything that you will need to complete this quick-to-stitch Halloween charmer:
40c linen, Weeks Dye Works thread, JABCO buttons, a needle, AND the frame for $55. There are a limited number of the frames.

Also fresh from Sandy's studio . . .

. . . are two of Margie's beautiful finishes, made even more so by the Priscilla's Pocket frames that beautifully complement each design:

La-D-Da's "Be of Good Cheer" ($8) and its frame ($74)

Carriage House Samplings' "Sparrow Creek" ($9) ~ and its frame ($84).

If you wish to see more from frames available from Priscilla's Pocket (and get some fabulous recipes as well!), please visit their Web
site:
www.priscillaspocket.com
I will close for today with some images from our Market Day from two Saturdays ago! Whew!

Shortly before 9 AM, Sandy puts last-minute touches on the classroom displays:

Several models on loan for the day:

The Attic Addicts who were there at 8:59 AM . . . and several hours later, playing with
their purchases!

Hope to see you this weekend ~ and I hope to be back in touch before another week goes by or I'll never catch up with new things to
show you.
Happy Friday!

Jean Lea
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